Builders, Refurbishment & Repairs

+ Project Review
Issue 17 – Sept 2014
Site: Cypress Infants school, Croydon
Scope of works: Refurbishment to Family Assessment centre

www.DiligentDevelopments.co.uk Tel: 0845 052 3769
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Back to wall pan with concealed cistern
Manufacturer: Armitage Shanks
Product: S3046 Contour 21 schools 305mm high back to wall
pan
Material: Vitreous china white
Seat: Contour 21 small seat, no cover, colour white
Cistern: Concealed with lever suitable for operation by
infants, S3640 Conceala 2 cistern, with lever thrugh wall
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Exist soilstack,
exact location
not known
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pb lining

Existing plaster to blockwork

British Gypsum Thistle Hardwall, 11mm
British Gypsum Thistle Multi Finish, 2mm
Corner and stopbeads as is good practice.

Plasterboard lining

355

Pressure treated timber stud
15mm WBP plywood
12.5 mm standard plasterboard
British Gypsum Thistle Multi Finish, 2mm
Corner and stopbeads as is good practice.
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Existing skimcoat to plasterboard

Floor finish

Manufacturer: Forbo Flooring, info.uk@forbo.com
Product: Forbo SureStep Star
Colour: To be confirmed by architect.
Adhesive: As recommended by manufacturer and suitable
for under floor heating.
Threshold: Avoid threshold strip if feasible. Use aluminium
or stainless steel minimal threshold if required.
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Drainage
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Paintfinish

Skirting board

equal x

Water supply and disposal
Reconfigure existing.
All pipework to be concealed.
Contractors design.
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Cistern casing

New vinyl floor finish

966 wall tiles

561 wall tiles
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Unit 22b, 8 Andrews Road, London E8 4QN, t. 020 7033 2779, f. 020 8082 5838
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all drawings are copyright of
architecture, do not scale from drawings,
the contractor is to verify all dimensions on site prior to any manufacture
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Issued for tender
Issued for client sign off
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SOP for walltiles
SOP for
walltiles
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Emulsion white, RAL9010.
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1984 walltiles
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edge
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Tiles: Glazed ceramic wall tiles, Prismatic collection
Manufacturer: Johnson Tiles
Grid module: 100x100mm
Colours: 2no colours. Colours and layout to be confirmed by architect.
Use tiles with glazed edge where visible.
Grout: Mapei Ultracolour, colour tbc

Height wall tiling throughout
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Wall tiles

equal x
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New pb lining

Tiled flush
access panels,
no, size and
location as
required.
Ensure setting
out and size
aligns with
tilegrid
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Relocate existing extract fans and
connect to retained fused spur

Reuse existing

WC roll holder

equal x

Exist soilstack,
exact location
not known

Handtowel dispenser

Reuse existing

equal

approx 300
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Reconfigure existing.
All wiring to be concealed.
Contractors design.

Location of demolished
blockwork wall
ensure flush floor finish

1:20

Depth of void to
suit water supply
and disposal
handwash trough
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Scope of Works:
We were presented with a set of
schematic plans produced for
the refurbishment by a third
party specialist in children’s
centers.

Electrical

03 Section C

Location of demolished
blockwork wall
ensure flush floor finish
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as exist 1200

02 Section B
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Handwash trough with sensor taps and sensor soap dispensers

Lovair Latherwash Trough 2D
Length: Standard length 1200mm but with 3no tap and 2no soap dispenser holes
and drainage located on left side.
Manufacturer: Lovair Ltd, Pavilion View, Unit 27 Newby Road, Stockport, SK7 5DA
Contact: Graham Hill
W: www.lovair.com
E: graham.hill@lovair.com
Body: Corian
Front Panel: Solid Grade Laminate
Fixings: Stainless Steel Brackets and Fixings Provided
Taps: 3no deck mounted sensor operated taps, to be supplied with pre mixed
water through 1no TMV3 mixer valve per washtrough.
Tap Finish: Chrome
Tap Type: Single Feed Mixed
Tap Power: Mains powered is preferred. Contractor to advise whether this is
feasible. If not then opt for battery powered.
Soap Dispensers: 2no deck mounted sensor operated with Lovair soap feeding
system.
Soap dispenser finish: Chrome.
Waste: 1 1/2" Chrome Provided
Body Colour: Glacier White
Front Panel Colour: White
Trough Support: Please view Installation Manual
The existing water supply and disposal systems will have to be altered locally to suit
the new set-up.

to suit existing
soilpipe location
and new drainage
as small as feasible
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Non loadbearing
align

Cubicle partitions

01 Section A

To match existing
Manufacturer: Washroom
Product reference: Bambino with dimensions to suit
Panels: Compact solid laminate
Colour: TBC by architect
Fixing: Contractor to note existing underfloor heating.

Existing blockwork

Cistern casing
with access
panel, detail
from specified
supplier

3023 full height
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handtowel
edge
dispensers
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WC pans with concealed cistern

Reuse existing
fluorescent lightfittings
Align flush
upstand
rooflight
with new pb
lining, if
feasible
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Fill existing door
opening with
blockwork,
plaster and
skimcoat to both
sides.

Phase 1:
The
Schematics
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Reuse existing
fluorescent lightfittings

Retain door
frame, remove
door leaf,
redecorate frame
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Design and Access:
Considerations undertaken by
architect.
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Purpose made baby changing table
and support frame
Support frame fixed to tiled wall and
cubicle partitions. Use plastic plugs to
conceal screwheads visible from adjacent
cubicle. Changing table to rest on support
frame, removable.

Handwash trough

Material: Waterproof Mdf,
Thickness: 25mm
Dimension: To suit existing cubicle,
contractor to undertake site survey.
For costing purposes use approximate
dimensions in drawing.
Fixing: Concealed screw fixing
Special requirements: All exposed corners to
be rounded, minimum radius 5mm
Finish: Sanded smooth, edges filled and
painted with white, gloss plaint, suitable for
timber.

Tap and soap dispenser

Stakeholders:
Premises manager, Head of
schools

Additional: Plastic covered standard
changing mat, from John Lewis or
equivalent.
Retain existing towel dispensers

305
Remove door to WCs
Fill and paint door frame
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Conceal water supply and
disposal behind front panel
and inside stud wall

05 Baby change
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02 Elevation 02
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Handwash trough with sensor taps and sensor soap dispensers

Remove cubicle door, fill
holes with matching
plastic plugs

approx 990

approx 792

Lovair Latherwash Trough 2W
Length: Customised length 1500mm with 3no tap and 2no soap dispenser holes
Manufacturer: Lovair Ltd, Pavilion View, Unit 27 Newby Road, Stockport, SK7 5DA
Contact: Graham Hill
W: www.lovair.com
E: graham.hill@lovair.com
Body: Corian
Front Panel: Solid Grade Laminate
Fixings: Stainless Steel Brackets and Fixings Provided
Taps: 3no Wall Mounted Sensor Taps to be supplied with pre mixed water through
1no TMV3 mixer valve per washtrough. Contractor to either remove or reuse the
existing mixing valve. For type refer to image.
Tap Finish: Chrome
Tap Type: Single Feed Mixed
Tap Power: Mains powered is preferred. Contractor to advise wether this is
feasible. If not then opt for battery powered.
Soap Dispensers: 2no wall mounted sensor operated with Lovair soap feeding
system. For type refer to image.
Soap dispenser finish: Chrome.
Waste: 1 1/2" Chrome Provided
Body Colour: Glacier White
Front Panel Colour: White
Trough Support: Please view Installation Manual
Contractor to note that opening up of the existing stud wall will be required. It
might be necessary to install WBP sheet behind trough to take its weight. The
existing water supply and disposal system will have to be altered locally to suit the
new set-up.

Lessons Learned:
Read the plans, spin them
round and read them again.
You’d be surprised how much
detail you can miss when you
have a maze of details to
absorb.

04 Support frame
nts

Baby changing table with
support frame below

Matching plastic plugs to
conceal support frame
fixings
Remove door leaf and
hinges, fill holes and paint
in matching paint
Replace existing taps with
sensor controlled taps, for
specification refer to
Schedule of Works
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Replacement wall tiles

Replace wall tiles where necessary with matching tiles.
Tiles: Glazed ceramic wall tiles, Prismatic collection
Manufacturer: Johnson Tiles
Grid module: 100x100mm
Colours:
Wall tile PRG82 sweet pea gloss
Wall tile PRS40 pistacio satin
Grout: Mapei Ultracolour white to match

eq

Wall finish

If necessary paint currently light green wall in white, RAL9010.

all drawings are copyright of
architecture, do not scale from drawings,
the contractor is to verify all dimensions on site prior to any manufacture
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Recommendations:
It would have been beneficial to
work in direct contact with the
architect. This was not feasible
for the project as the design was
a hand over product.

Cleaner's store

Relocated existing cleaner's sink and taps
Adjust or replace existing shelving
Finish to be smooth and durable, clear lacquer
Adjust water supply and disposal system. Agree location of shut
off valve with site manager.

Playsink

Replace existing small Belfast sink with larger Belfast sink.
Manufacturer: Armitage Shanks.
Product reference: S5811.
Size: 760x460x260mm.
Material: Fireclay.
Tap: Retain and relocated existing.
Chainstay: Yes
Traps: Concealed clay trap
Water supply and disposal to be concealed and to be
Contractor's design.

Worktop

Lower worktop and replace connecting vertical section.
To match existing.

05 Plan

05 Plan

Suggested
location for
claytrap to
facilitate easy
maintenance.
Drain both sinks
into claytrap
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Reused cleaner's sink
Reused taps

Lock

973

Lock

566

230

to match other sink

397

587

406
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New shelves and cabinet interior

662

Summary:
After three weeks of planning
and product location we were in
a position to tender for the
project and were successful.
Works to begin Summer holiday
of 2014.
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01 Elevation 01

Baby changing table with
support frame below
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Challenges:
To understand the material
finishes and locate the correct
products to meet the
specification.
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Align side of
trough with
grout line

New playsink
with claytrap
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Lower worktop and adjust cabinet
doors and interior as required.

Move or
replace existing
shelves
to suit cleaner's
requirements

Provide 3no bespoke shelves to match
existing.
Material: Birchplywood
Finish: To be sanded smooth, smooth clear
lacquer finish
Make good and refinish cabiner interior as
required.

Remove and retain
Belfast cleaner's
sink and bib taps.
Cut back and cap
supply and disposal
system.
Remove cleaner's
sik shelf.
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05 Shared room cabinet after removal of sink etc
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Phase 2:
Toilet Cubicles

Scope of Works:
To refurbish and replace
existing toilet. Remove internal
wall, install new toilets,
ventilation and hard wearing
cubicles
Design and Access:
Considerations undertaken by
architect.
Stakeholders:
Diligent team and Premises
manager, Gary Stewart.
Challenges:
The location of x2 soil vent
pipes were not known prior to
works as these were located
behind existing carpentry. This
required modifications to the
panned works at this early
phase to accommodate the
toilet pan soil wastes.
Lessons Learned:
No matter how detailed a plan
on paper, work on the ground
always requires modification
and ability to work on the fly.
Recommendations:
An intrusive survey should be
carried out prior to works start.
Summary:
A successful phase delivered at
this junction. Customer signs off
cubicle installation.
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Phase 3:
Hand wash
systems
Scope of Works:
To deliver a hand wash system
with modern sensor taps and
sensor soap dispensers
Design and Access:
Considerations undertaken by
architect.
Stakeholders:
Diligent team and Premises
manager, Head of schools
Challenges:
Trough sink supplier delivered
both sink units the incorrect size
with incorrect pre drilled tap
holes. This required
modifications to the bathroom
cubicle wall to increase its
length and reduce a doorway by
100mm to accommodate the
unit and allow the project to
move ahead.
Lessons Learned:
Their was a delay in response to
decisions being made on
structural layout modifications.
Recommendations:
During school holiday period it is
best practice to have a decision
making team available for
material changes.
Summary:
After modifications to the
bathroom layout to
accommodate the larger trough
we delivered a successful hand
wash system. Modern and
usable.
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Phase 4:
Hand wash
Systems
Area 2
Scope of Works:
To deliver a hand wash system
with modern sensor taps and
sensor soap dispensers to Area
2 of the center
Design and Access:
Considerations undertaken by
architect.
Stakeholders:
Diligent team and Premises
manager, Head of schools
Challenges:
The hand wash mechanical
equipment could not physically
be located between the stud
walls as indicated on the initial
specification. This required
modifications to the layout to
accommodate these items in a
serviceable location.
Lessons Learned:
More detailed communication of
product sizes during material
procurement.
Recommendations:
The sink trough material is
Corian composite. We believe
the white color shows up the dirt
a little too much. A color to
match the greens in the school
may have blended with the color
scheme of the center.
Summary:
Successfully delivered the hand
wash system. Client signed off.
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Phase 5:
Quiet Area
Scope of Works:
To deliver are an area of the
center for children to sit and
sleep during the afternoons, in
parallel with other users of the
same section of the center.
Design and Access:
Considerations undertaken by
architect.
Stakeholders:
Diligent team and Premises
manager, Head of schools
Challenges:
The section of floor area was
under laid with heating pipes in
the floor. Therefore, the usual
chemical resin to adhere the
carpet would emit toxic fumes
into the room when exposed to
high floor temperatures. This
required an unconventional
method of carpet adhesion.
Lessons Learned:
Method to adhere the carpet
was agreed as an anti slip
double sided mat with non toxic
adhesion material.
Recommendations:
None.
Summary:
Successfully delivered last
phase of this project.
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Head Office:
Office 6, Swift House
78 – 88 Bensham Grove
Croydon,
CR7 8DB
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Tel: 0845 052 3769
www.DiligentDevelopments.co.uk
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